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NEW

appointments

haruko nakamura appointed librarian for the japanese collection at yale
haruko nakamura joined the staff of the east asia library at yale university as librarian for
the japanese collection in october 2004 originally from japan she received her BA from
centre college in kentucky and her MLS from the university of kentucky from 1999 until her
appointment at yale she was the japanese cataloger & subject specialist in the east asian
library at washington university in st louis As librarian for the japanese collection at yale
Ms nakamura is in charge of selecting all japanese language materials supervising their
acquisition and providing reference and instructional support for all japanese studies faculty and
students she can be reached at 2034321792
203 432 1792
eastlin posting by ellen hammond yale university
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K T yao appointed chinese bibliographer at university of hawaii

library

KT yao has been appointed chinese bibliographer of the asia collection in the university of
hawaii hamilton library succeeding susie cheng who recently retired KT has been the
Lib rarys chinese cataloger for the past several years in addition to her duties as chinese
librarys
bibliographer she will continue part time cataloging of chinese materials and supervising
retrospective conversion
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email address is kyaohawaiiedu
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hong cheng joins UCLA east asian library

dr hong cheng joined

the UCLA richard C rudolph east asian library as the chinese
studies librarian on january 3 2005

cheng served as the director of library services for the art institute of los angeles since
1997 and previously worked for the county of los angeles public library he worked in the
UCLA east asian library EAL from 1992 to 1996 as an acquisitions assistant during his time
in the EAL he earned his masters degree in library and information science from UCLA he
has also lectured in the UCLA department of history in addition to working as a postdoctoral
researcher at UCLA before coming to the US hong cheng was an assistant professor in the
department of history at fudan
budan university in shanghai china he earned a bachelors degree in
history a masters degree in modem chinese history and an MLIS from fudan
budan university in
shanghai and a phd in history from UCLA in 1990
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